
TYPES OF LAYOUTS 

1. Ogilvy Layout
The Ogilvy Layout was formulated by advertising icon David Ogilvy.
This layout is backed up by scientific research that considers the
psychology of how we look at print ads. Research indicates that
readers mentally absorb an ad in the following order:

• Visual
o So, place your graphic or photo at the top of the page!

• Caption
o Place a short caption just under your graphic or photo

• Headline
o Then place your Headline under your short caption.

• Copy
o Follow your headline with an effective ad type.

• Signature (Advertisers name, contact information)
o Place your company’s name and contact information at the bottom right of

your ad (the last place the reader’s eye will go).

Ogilvy’s Original 

Modern Examples of the Ogilvy Layout 

Types of Layouts
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2. “Z” Layout

This layout technique places all the contents of the ad in the form of a “Z”. 
• Place important items or those you want the reader to see first along the top of the

Z.
• The eye normally follows the path of the Z, so place your "call to action" at the end of

the Z.
• This arrangement coincides nicely with the Ogilvy layout where the visual and/or

headline occupy the top of the Z and the Signature with call to action are at the end
of the Z.
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3. Grid Layout
This layout technique divides the ground into equally‐sized rectangles or squares.
These blocks and their point of intersection represent areas where you want to place your
elements.
A simple quadrant grid layout can help you center the point of interest and then you can
add other elements that create a more asymmetrical layout.

4. Rule of Thirds Layout
This layout theory suggests that an image can be divided into nine equal parts by two
equally‐spaced horizontal lines and two equally‐spaced vertical lines.
The four points formed by the intersections of these lines can be used to focus on your
main elements, or the boxes formed by the lines can provide the spaces for your elements.
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5. Single Visual Layout
This design theory rests on the idea that simplicity sells!
Although it is possible to use multiple illustrations in a single advertisement, one of the
simplest and perhaps most powerful layouts use one strong visual combined with a strong
(usually short) headline plus additional text.

6. Illustrated Layout
• Use photos or other illustrations in an ad to;

 show the product in use
 show the results of using the product or service
 illustrate complicated concepts or technical issues
 grab attention through humor, size, dramatic content
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7. Top Heavy Layout
This layout technique leads the reader's eye by placing the image in the upper half to two-
thirds of the space or on the left side of the space (sometimes with a strong headline before
or after the visual) and then the supporting text.

8. Upside Down Layout
If an ad is well-designed, it will look just as good upside down.
So, turn it upside down, hold it out at arm's length, and see if the arrangement looks good.
Example: When this TELUS ad is turned upside down it virtually becomes a classic Ogilvy
Layout.
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 Search the Internet to find two (2) examples of each layout type:

1. Ogilvy Layout

2. “Z” Layout

3. Grid Layout

4. Rule of Thirds Layout

5. Single Visual Layout

6. Illustrated Layout

7. Top Heavy Layout

8. Upside Down Layout

 Create a Google Doc/Word Doc titled: “Last Name, 1st Name – Types of Layouts”

 Create Headings for the 8 Types of Layouts (each layout MUST be clearly identified).

 Beneath each Heading paste your appropriate examples.
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